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role in helping cities 
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business needs?
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COMMUNITY OF INTEREST MANIFESTO



To better serve the common good, cities need to access complete, 
comprehensive data to make enlightened decisions, and fully grasp the 
impacts on citizens. This subject is even more important when one takes 
into account the blurred lines that exist between general interest data 
and data which need to be kept private in order to ensure public safety.

Boston, Montreal, and Lyon Metropole consider the use of data critical 
for transportation planning, defending the interests of constituents and 
improving sustainability and inclusivity. Given the existing decentralized 
cooperation, it was natural to collaborate on an international level on 
mobility data. 

As data, sometimes of a sensitive nature, is often collected by various 
private and public actors and operators, sharing data is not as easy as 
expected. To solidify the bridges between stakeholders and strengthen 
guidelines for action, Boston, Montreal and Lyon Metropole have joined 
forces to draft a Manifesto to define a  framework for the sharing of data 
in mobility with a view to the common good. 

Starting in April 2020, two key milestones have been accomplished. A first 
chapter has been delivered on Access and Governance, through a virtual 
workshop, showcased at the Movin’On digital meetings in June 2020. 
Then, a second chapter has been discussed on Responsible data 
in the framework of the Entretiens Jacques Cartier, in November 2020.

This Manifesto contains action items intended for municipalities, to be 
implemented by projects on the ground. In addition, activities for 
a chapter 3 of the Manifesto will be announced at the Movin’On summit 
in June 2021 on a use case related to coordinating curbside access 
illustrating cities’ principles of action through experiments. 

The Manifesto on mobility data sharing is the result of a systemic, 
continuous and collaborative approach involving a number of public, 
private and academic organizations. Its goal is to remain open and 
to inspire other stakeholders, namely local governments. It also aims 
to permanently optimize and manage mobility services and the use 
of their data, and to meet the requirements of sustainable, social 
and environmentally-conscious mobility.

Introduction



Chapter 1 - Access and governance

Engagement, Trust and Governance Framework

We are committed to creating a more livable, stronger and sustainable city 
for our residents. Evolving transit and mobility services toward a data-driven 
operating context offers opportunities for engagement with our community and 
collaboration with innovative private sector partners. But the increased influence 
and proliferation of mobility data have also created new challenges around the 
processes and governance behind that data. As mobility data increasingly drives 
policy, it is vital to work toward a robust framework of data access, sharing, 
and management to maintain the trust of our constituents. We recognize that 
cities today are at a crucial juncture: can we reimagine the way we interact 
with the street, the curb, our urban network while maintaining data governance 
that protects and engages the public?

Engagement
We are striving to improve and create sustainable mobility solutions for residents, 
noting that data access and sharing between all stakeholders remains a major 
challenge. To maximize these efforts, we need to access a large swath of data, 
which is often controlled by private stakeholders. This reality is also true for 
individuals who wish to discover new data. 
Our engagement includes:

  Placing the user at the centre of all decisions regarding mobility and data 
sharing.

  Implementing regulations to frame incentives for private companies  
to share their data

Trust
The establishment of a bond of mutual trust between the general public, private 
stakeholders, and local government is essential to the effective implementation 
of municipal policy. In the current mobility climate, divergent interests can 
drive  a wedge between public authorities and the private sector, particularly 
when it comes to management of critical and sensitive data. In this light, we are 
asking ourselves how we can best navigate this complex interaction with various 
stakeholders to reinforce public trust and confidence.
Our engagement includes:

  Improving access to data and growing citizens’ knowledge on the nature of this 
shared data.

 Fostering new, mutually-beneficial partnerships.



Governance framework
It is important to create a clear governance framework together with all 
stakeholders in the complex mobility ecosystem. We hope to grasp key success 
factors that will allow global mobilization on sharing data. By sharing data, the 
potential for innovation adding value to citizens’ mobility is undeniable. While cities 
have a vested interest in promoting the public good, we understand that any entity 
producing mobility data needs to have a reason to share it. Cities strive to better 
anticipate all stakeholders’ expectations on what cities can provide in exchange.
Our engagement includes: 

  Positioning ourselves as protectors of the public interest and governance, 
without necessarily managing this framework.

  Suggesting a data sharing agreement that clearly defines the origins and 
intended use of the shared data.

  Creating the conditions for success for this same governance framework: 
participation, ethics, literacy and privacy. 

Chapter 2 - Responsible Data Management

Ensure inclusiveness, Levelling the playing field, Privacy

We recognize that responsible use of mobility data must address concerns of 
privacy, transparency, security, equity, and inclusion. Whenever data is collected, 
stored, or shared, cities must hold themselves to the highest standard in 
protecting the data rights of constituents. Mobility data in particular poses risks 
related to identifiable location information and transit patterns; ethical projects or 
collaborations must directly address these specific challenges. In addition, we aim 
to equitably serve all our constituents; an inclusive city must leverage mobility data 
to address historic inequities rather than allowing data-driven policy and work to 
reflect and perpetuate inequitable realities.

Ensure inclusiveness
We want inclusive mobility services that meet the needs of all citizens and visitors 
in our cities. Some communities, spaces, periods of time or uses are currently 
under-represented due to the availability of the data necessary for analysis. 
We want to make sure that we have a diverse data pool to draw a global picture. 
In the end, what is measured ultimately becomes the reality being represented.



Our engagement includes: 
 Challenging existing data.
  Providing the resources to develop comparative scenarios and better plan 

mobility services.
  Ensuring an objective system, which does not ]encourage certain behaviors 

not serving the public good due to data availability.

Levelling the playing field
The rules of the game are not fair to all players in the ecosystem. The security 
standards surrounding the management of mobility data are often more severe 
and restrictive for public bodies than for private companies. We want to level 
the playing field to create an environment conducive to innovation and healthy 
competition, while ensuring the security of user data.
Our engagement includes: 

  Defining common requirements for the public and private sectors to oversee 
the collection, storage, use and sharing of data.

  Ensuring data traceability to guarantee its validity and compliance with 
ethical standards.

  Encouraging standardization to facilitate data sharing between 
stakeholders.

Privacy
Mobility data is sensitive, as misuse can lead to the identification or even tracking 
of a person. Any use should therefore be consented in an informed manner by 
the user who provides his data directly or through the use of mobility services. 
Risks or misunderstanding consent can also change over time, one should be able 
to revoke consent, or it should expire after a period of time.
Our engagement includes: 

  Documenting the data lifecycle by providing a framework and mechanisms 
to share data usage and associated risks with the public.

  Monitoring the tracking of people when necessary, due to functional or legal 
constraints.

  Facilitating the understanding of consent and establishing mechanisms to 
restrict it to a context or a period of time.


